The Devils Views…
Freedom of Movement AKA Me Trying to Pass the Buck on Asylum
I’m for the freedom of movement of everyone. I want
people to come and go at will. indeed article 13 of the
united nations declaration of human rights says:
1) Everyone has the right to freedom of movement and
residence within the borders of each state.
(2) Everyone has the right to leave any country,
including his own, and to return to his country.
but if you walk into the royal courts of justice, you will
hear case after case of asylum law. As the secretary of
state argues for another person to be chucked out again.
so what if he’s’ going to get murdered in his own nation?
So what if he’s supposedly committed a crime? So what
if they have family here? This is the uk border agency
speaking and they don’t care. Your out - only not really –
as it takes years to fight a battle out, as you go through
the court of appeal, the uk supreme court, and perhaps
if you have enough money and intelligence Strasburg as
well, and only then will you win. As they rule it ultra
vires under article 8 (the intelligence test!)
Britain hate losers and has no respect for anyone at all.
no money, wrong skin colour, wrong political party! your
out. as your guilty till proven innocent here. which is
why we need Europe, to safeguard our rights as the
British people can’t be trusted at all as words are
humpty dumpty and mean what ever you need them to
mean, when it comes to arguing political agenda and all.
there is no such thing as a fair trial in Britain today and
to make it worse the political parties are fighting to vote
even more rights out, to take our safeguards away on
the pretext that they parliament, can be trusted again!
I’m a British citizen, I am unable to pay my way. my
family go back generations, my business brings nothing
in, and am defaulting on my mortgages with no support,
and they say I’m entitled to no benefit at all
So I am a little bemused and annoyed at all these
reports at how immigrants are being paid off, while I get
nothing at all. true I may get something now my other
house is empty, but I want nothing at all. As I would
rather die then humour Britain/legitimise that
government at all. as they testified in court that I wasn’t
entitled to benefit because I was receiving money in rent.
£425 a month and my mortgages are more then that!
this is the only income I’ve had for over 2 years now.
which is all that’s feeding me/running my site. While I
defend litigation against none payment of council tax, as
the banks trying to reposses everything I own. as the

British computer society rubs salt in the wounds and
excises me of “bringing my profession into disrepute! for
trying to advertise www.thesextree.co.uk which they
say is a sex site and my life! so yeah screw Britain, and
screw their law, they have no respect for anyone at all.
In fact the more I stay here, the more I despise them,
racists, and bigots every one as they try and impose
their belief set on everyone/take their freedom away. I
hate them all.
As I look at the Romanians in expensive jeans playing on
the side of the street (good music as well) and well
making money here. Good for them! Perhaps I should
have learnt an instrument instead of I.T? at least they
give something back, which is more than the politicians
ever will.
My only issue is who gets what money at all. By all
means come into the country, and bring your cash as
well, but how does our benefit system work and who
gets paid? (I don’t get anything from it) and why are
they spending so much time in the courts, trying to
throw people out? as not one of the parties seem to
clarify where they stand on immigration.
i.e. just who is welcome here?
I’m a witch, and with this government. I don’t feel
welcome at all, even since the government illegally
broke into my house without a warrant for trying to
teach psychic development online.
Bemusing to watch other people trying to get into this
nation at all. However saying that, I know it could be
worse. as while I suffered an illegal break in/detention
at the hands of Christians panic reacting to the occult. I
didn’t actually get burnt at the stake. I just got detained
and prevented from making bank transfers which was an
attempt to starve me out/bankrupt my business, as I
receive bank charges instead. which is a par of the
British people, trying to destroy everything you ever
worked for, cared about. share knowledge! never this is
Britain and anyone who does will be persecuted and
burnt. (metaphorically speaking) as I try and find an
upside for living here.
At least I’m not dead! how dare I whinge. I should be
grateful for being screwed over by government and the
system at large! as the vultures flock trying to destroy
my home, my business. to profit on my fall. as they try
and declare me mentally unwell, for proving them
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wrong! which is a very British solution, to anyone who
would argue against the party line, or for freedom at all!
No freedom here! they have forgotten the law, and
parliament rules instead. as the Durham “mutaween”
police force break in illegally again. so much for
compensation, an apology your unwell, your weak, we
can do what you want to you, as there is no justice here,
in Britain today. you need to be a lord for that!
the right to come and go anywhere in the world, to be
treated with respect, to be allowed to speak my mind,
share what I know, without persecution or regret. alas
Sir Yoric - free speech is dead! They will come and lock
you up here, now! as witches aren’t welcome in Durham
I should be free to make my own decisions in life, and I
shouldn’t have to endure government and religion trying
to impose its belief set on me. I hate Britain and
everything it stands for at times. It has one of the most
corrupt justice systems in the world, and its getting
worse. as they only care for themselves, their expenses
and their pay check. which is why they will chuck you
out in the end!
Y our face didn’t fit. Your black! your white, your
Christian your dead! not that the later one would bother
me at all - it was your kind which got me into this mess
and I crave a world free of your stupidity, your ignorance
and your crimes.
arse I’m just as bad as you now, a minority which would
show its teeth in vengeance the first chance I got, if
power swung the other way. burn the Christian, burn
the jew, burn all gods people, and hope they die!
perhaps not the jews, they suffered enough already, and
in truth it was only Christians this time round.
What for? because power corrupts and they screwed me
over? and well I want vengeance for all those other
witches dead, burnt and buried at their hands. resentment mounts in time, especially when you feel
you can’ speak openly anymore.
perhaps I should try and move past that, ignore their
crimes perhaps as the system fobs me off, as its never
reported on the news, perhaps it was a one off, and will
never happen again. and yet its never the same, as I
can say I will never trust government, the police, the
council, the system of justice again. I can’t I’ve seen how
it works, the corruption reeks, and the people don’t care,
as the “majority” is oblivious to it all. and its not official
news, and you suffer in silence, because you know its
happening elsewhere, and people are dying for it!

11 witches masacared in Kenya! witches beaten in
india, more dead in Nigeria, south Africa as the fear of
the devil grows, and what am I supposed to do about it
Nothing, no place to go, as not even Britain is safe
anymore, and I thought it was once! ignorance is bliss,
and then you learn the truth, and realise no matter
where you go in the world, the people are the same and
the only thing that matters is how educated they are. as
that’s the only control to stupidity at all.
Britain isn’t educated! I thought it was once, and I
rejoiced in my western teachers slagging off eastern
philosophy, and other ideas. only to find out for myself
when I researched them, that they actually knew more
in part. and that Britain was dumb. the problem is if you
try and share your research and speak openly for it. your
shouted down, beaten up, and persecuted and I’m sure
its only a matter of time, before its taken to the next
level as well. as no one argues freedom anymore.
Its all you must be insane/mentally ill for questing the
facts/going against the government line. The British cure
for political dissent. Lock them up, and hope no one
notices at all Its bi polar/schitzophrina or some other
fictional ill. Anything to get their land, their business,
and their property as well… and that’s just the people
who have lived here all their life.
So what happens to people looking for a better life from
abroad? Those who come across with no money, no
home? Do we give up our homes, and spend all our time
looking after them? or do we go enough is enough,
Britain is full? can we let them in, and trust they will
make money, contribute to the whole, and if so what
happens if they don’t find their feet?
too many homeless people equals crime. if we don’t
support people, they will have no choice to go into
people to live. would you really let your two year old
starve? your family? would you mug someone instead?
rob a bank. so they can live. is that what we’ve been
driven to here?
which is perhaps why we have the benefit system to
begin with?
Only they don’t pay it to everyone here . If you ever
make money you wont qualify at all, as they hate
anyone who tries and run a business here. they prefer
slaves. and would rather see you bankrupt and penniless.
so they can be generous and force you to work for
nothing, the lord shall rule, and you shall serve. and
anyone who would rise up. shall die!
Really its true! -Try being a witch for a day, and see how
it feels as social services mess your life up again.
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The benefit system, Our “safety net” which deliberately
misses people out and is the reason why we’re broke.
people have no incentive to do anything anymore, as
the moment you try and do anything – speak up – is the
moment your screwed over by anyone in power.

out. As lets face it you can’t live with the British at all!
(or is that just me?) and yes shes living on her own
somewhere, or with another bloke (no idea she won’t
speak to me) and is bringing more money into this
country then me!

Perhaps Europe will be better! they support human
rights there. Strasburg and the new charter of
fundamental rights which Britain doesn’t want to sign up
to as they screw you over some more.

Yes that’s right, she actually still in a high paying job,
and one which involves having to go to other countries
across the world, and so is actually making money for
once. she French, I’m British and not making anything at
all and am not entitled to anything at all. so she will
inherit my land, and everything lets left, just to spite the
lot! as I would rather her (the French got it) then anyone
in Britain at all.

Hell most of the parties seem to want to tear up the
existing convention and pull out altogether, so they can
persecute people some more. independent thought isn’t
respected, isn’t welcome as they are trying to stamp it
out, and that’s a shame, as Britain used to be good once.
Perhaps it wasn’t so, as I’m sure Churchill wanted the
Strasburg courts, and I’m sure they wanted freedom,
and yet this Britain doesn’t, and I for one no longer
recognise their justice system as competent or fair. as
no government has the authority to take freedom away.
you can’t tare up the bill of rights, the magna carta and
go its ok. we replaced it! we’re parliament we can hold
you without trial, and declare you “ill” they are the law,
and the people are stupid as hell!
Not one of them has the backbone to rise up and defend
freedom again! as anyone who doe will be taken down
silently in the day! and no one will care, or say anything
at all, because this is Britain and really they are that
dumb - as they soak up the political propaganda of the
BBC.

How dare I do that! but I have no support from my own
people, and everything they have ever done/taught me
has set me back years. Yes really they are that crap at
school! and their Christianity sets you back more! as I try
and renounce my “British heritage” (or go back even
further - to my Celtic roots) in order to make a better life
again.
and while I try and develop an international site, in the
vain hope that someone will give me money from
abroad. (I’ve give up on Britain) its going to be slow. as
I’m under siege from Britain, and well stupidity reigns
here. and my time is short. and well they will probably
just starve me to death rather then giving me benefit at
all - wait till I’m dead - bastardise my work, and say he
was great – after I’m dead – because that’s the British
way and you can’t have anyone doing anything, while
alive!

[slag off other nations, just not your own]
www.thesextree.co.uk not british at all!
Which inter alia is why I hate my own people, and if I
had a choice I would perhaps choose Prague instead, at
least they have a sense of humour there, most of the
European nations don’t!
but is there any jobs? and is it expensive to live? I need
broadband to run my site. and will anyone be interested
in joining from there? and what of Russia. some of
those Russians look hot (and thin) perhaps they would
be up for it? or am I reaching now, currently I have no
transport, and well Durham is my reach *shudder*
Perhaps I’m just lazy with language and my French isn’t
up to it -As I make my excuses at why I put up with it!)
Though my French Ex did leave French much for the
same reason cited above. she hated the French
people/government and went to Ireland instead.
I in turn seduced her, and she came to live here in
Britain with me. This perhaps isn’t helping me win
votes/asylum at all. As our numbers go up by one!
Though not to worry. one year with me, and she moved

As another high court judges starts ranting again, about
Jamaicans only coming over here for benefit? What
benefit? there is no f**king benefit, as no one gives you
anything at all! which is perhaps why I’m confused. do
only Christians get benefit over here? [In Durham!]
Or do you have to be made bankrupt, loose your home,
and your business before your given any help at all? in
fact they actively try and destroy it! just exactly how
much of a loss do you need to make, before you get
support? as defaulting on payments clearly isn’t enough.
or do I have to loose my house? and everything I’ve
done, before I get any respect at all! In which case I
choose death, as I would rather die then surrender to
you.
I’m British European- I probably missed the point, and
should have brought in prague or Bulgaria when I had
the chance! Too expensive (or so I thought)
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Now I am trapped in a “Christian nation” full of pig
headed racists who are just dying to persecute anyone
who thinks for themselves.
Greed and hypocrisy won and yet a lot of people are
still trying to come here to live? Why… Admittedly the
ladies might want to take a shot at me [I’m still single!!!],
but the blokes? come on - ok the blokes might be as
well - but really I’m a one women man, at least when I’m
single and/or they agree otherwise. not gay at all!
where to live
Try Israel! the chicks are hot there! or is that just the ex
pats (over here), or try china instead. I love the Chinese
women, they are so sweet, but their working hours suck!
not that that really matters when your trying to run your
own company, as it’s a 24-7 affair.. hang on, if I’m trying
to run my own company, perhaps I’m better off there?
what with all that investment and those cool new sky
scrapers and all? as you won’t get any help here at all!
unless you do nothing of course.
America? would just bug the crap out of me, as they
have no concept of human rights with gutanamo bay
and all, and from what I hear their Christians are worse.
Russia! now there’s a nation with prospects, so much
land with no civilisation, and yet… I think their humour is
wasted on me, as I compare my naked physique, with
Putins and go, perhaps my body isn’t the right build for
those chicks. Though they do play chess. and appear to
take the psychic side seriously. Perhaps I sell my
research to them instead! if ever I get anything good.
Yet I crave civilisation, and an easy How full is Britain
again. Population growth is 0.3% a year, but really
anyone with cash [or a brain] is leaving in droves Britain
sucks! down under never appealed, unless in 69. but the
women seem to like it a lot.
As year in, year out they keep trying to take our rights
away and our schooling sucks! you have to go on
Wikipedia, and other sources to actually break your
religious programming, and lean something new for
once. Faraday and Einstein only flourished because they
failed the brain washing test, and weren’t welcome at all.
So its not the school system people want! and well if
you want housing and benefit you might want to try
Spain instead. They have some serious ghost towns
from what I hear, no one wants to live there at all…
Might be good for a laugh? ok perhaps not spain, but
yes. where do you want to live again? we have no
houses, here at all!

Actually not strictly true, I have one I am renting out
currently. Anyone interested? 3 bed semi. Really I need
the cash and get no benefit at all and wil starve
otherwise.
However they have brought these horrible rules in,
which say I have to get it checked before I rent it out,
and well I have no money to pay for that! I’m not on
benefit. So if I do rent it out, I will be breaking the law,
so it stays empty instead. which means I have to pay for
it in taxes (I have no money for that either) and why are
they doing this? to force me to sell? can’t do that –
needs money in homey buyer reports, and yes I’m stuck
with housing, I’m not allowed to rent out! because
government won’t pay me anything, and well the banks
will try and take it from me! charge me for the
repossession and I will be left with nothing at all. which
goes my plans, my retirement and my life.
The British dream, vote labour in, and die a slave!
Trust me – you really, don’t want to live here at all!
certainly not the blokes! The women are hotter
elsewhere. That’s obviously a subjective opinion and I’m
sure the women will hate me for it!but its true, and well
some foreigners may love the British women - who is
either overweight, stupid and/or carrying kids. and well
they aren’t very nice at all!
I prefer French myself, you know where you stand with
the French bitch, the who tells it to you straight and
meet you half way - none of the British chicks do that)!
harsh exterior, and soft and vulnerable on the inside.
and the language of love, which moves mountains, I feel..
f**k it perhaps we just deport the bnp! but that means
they would probably deport anyone then. How about
we just deport anyone convicted of a crime? wait we did
that one already… and well the justice system as it is –
they probably didn’t do it, as its not innocent till proven
guilty anymore and well the guilty get off, and the
innocent go down, because they are scared into
confessing guilt, in fear of a worse crime.
and well if your black, gees, you’ll get the likes of ian
trigger going guilty, guilty before you walk into the room.
as really there is no such thing as impartiality here.
we’re british, and words mean what ever we need them
to mean. so yeah, your playing paint ball. 18 months,
what do you mean, they haven’t left yet? as they deport
you at the end of your sentence again. why aren’t we
deporting them at the start? I know we did it in the bad
old days, but surely its cheaper to kick them out at the
start of the sentence, rather then paying for them to be
locked up for how many years it is, or is that time to
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allow for appeal? oh dear. how many years to get
though the court system again?
screw it, you need to know where you stand, or at least
where I stand on the issue, as Britain will never be
straight with anyone at all.
So here it goes: how I would do it (which incidentally
looses votes!) is let anyone in and if they are found
being rude, going into people/beating people up. they
get kicked out. though this does assume impartiality
from the police, and well what with them breaking into
peoples homes illegally because of their belief set, and
Essex police spraying mace into their faces its perhaps
not going to be fair, without a trial, and well British
judges such, and arse. we have a problem again.
as while most of the time its obvious where people
stand (i.e. who you want chucked out) you do get the
expectation to the rule, and what am I arguing again?
asylum. arse as I try this again.
No one is entitled to any benefit unless they we’re born
in Britain. your children only get benefit if one of them is
born to a British parent. if you were born in Britain to
foreign parents you may gain citizenship if they have
paid over 50k? in taxes which entitles you to access to
the benefit system. remember I want to change it so
everyone who is “british” gets paid something,
regardless of if they work or not. which is why you have
to meet a prerequisite requirement before you qualify.
not that anyone will vote that system in mind, because
its me and well I would like to remove the bar from
working, without trying to starve people out!
incidentally anyone who does work is penalised, as they
would rather bleed you dry, make you destroy your
business before they start helping you out, and its gone
too far as there is no reward/incentive for working
trying to build a company at all. even though its those
companies which make money for Britain! so they
[British government/people] are a bit stupid like that.
which is why I hate Britain. and why I think the smart
ones at times, are the ones who never did anything as
they are set for life! while people like me starve.
Perhaps I will do that Japanese thing after all. I have
failed in my mission to bring money in, I must do the
honourable thing and fall on my sword! (I think we
should be allowed to carry them publically still) and yes I
would rather die then justify this unelected tyrannical
regime which adds no value to Britain at all. as our
money could be better spent elsewhere, and well this uk
border agency is doing my head in. lets get rid of the lot.

Lets fact it the weather sucks here anyway, and lets face
it. I would perhaps rather be sleeping on a beach in
Jamaica smoking hash, then trying to fight Durham
council again as lets fact it I have no substainable policy
at all when it comes to immigration in britian.
I want their to be no restriction, but yes it will probably
turn into a war, with riots on the street as the old
system is over thrown by the people instead. wait –
perhaps that is a better idea. chaos, anarchy freedom,
love as the people learn to trust each other for once, as
its our world, our planet and this government thing is
crap.
who cares about the British government anyway? an
unelected majority with no common sense eager to
vote our freedom away, because the part whip told
them so! hell they don’t even know which door is which,
half the time.
parliament is not the law, much like the king wasn’t all
those years ago. Only 16.2% of the people voted the
last majority [labour 2005] in, so who gets the vote
again? Anyone living here? not really
how about if you move to a country anywhere in the
world, you get to vote in their elections! as its only like
local government, anyway. i.e. if your paying taxes in
that country/paying for education there -you get a
say!!! as I try and round this policy off, decide where I
stand. as I’m getting as bad as the other parties, by not
saying anything at all
can I just kick the conservatives out? wait we’ve been
there already, I can’t kick people out for their belief set,
as that’s Durham policy here. (I’m not conservative)
Perhaps we need free transport instead? free hostels
the world over, so you can actually travel the world with
no fixed abode, and get something to eat. explore the
world? and research free of restriction, as you come to
terms with your spiritual quest, before you fall in love,
mate and well find a family in what ever nation you may
end up in (hopefully not Britain) and perhaps one day
pigs will fly, as no ones open to this at all.
everyone just wants to shut people out, and focus on
greed, are they getting paid or not? if not – screw you.
that’s the mentality here. and the rest of the world as
well.
so much for free love, and open relationships. the
church ruined it all, and brought bloodshed to the lot. - not really - or perhaps they did - I just wanted another
crack at them. what am I arguing again?
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Je suis European, we are the leaders of the free new
expensive world order. and only people with money
need apply, as satire is wasted here, I have no poliy
other then leaving people be, and well that might
backfire given the racism here.

This page is white
it also has black words on it
and yellow as I love to mix it up
I’m also trying to buy time/filling up space – and wasting
printer ink as well for no other reason, as I can’t think of
what to say! our policy sucks and soon the space runs ou
there’s too much of it, I’ve gone over again as this was
supposed to be 2 not 6 pages and all. and there is way
too much violence in the world as is, and if we were to
perhaps somehow stabilise those areas again. Would we
have more space, or would that be an excuse for more
war. as people perhaps need to feel safe where they
live, anywhere in the world and I don’t feel safe in
Durham. because social services and Durham
“Mutaween” police force break in, and yeah… Prague.
but this is my home. so why is everyone moving again?
you sure they are moving? really?
I think you exaggerate... as I’m going to defend my land
to the death, and if that means another british civil war
so be it! as I’m sick of this religious lot.
Parliament is not the law, the many do not rule the one
(and you can’t even make that)
and I will defend freedom in the devils name, to the end.
no how many people do I have to kill, to make room for
witches here? lets face it – we need a country of our
own, and well these Christians are p**sing me off, and I
think its time we make room for people with brains.
actually come to think of it, I’m probably going to have
f**k over the scientists as well, at least the close minded
ones, who argue maths instead of reality. which isn’t
going to go down well, as I am a minority here, and so I
give up.
Independence it is. I renounce British sovereignty under
article 15, and article 17 of the united nations
declaration of rights, and shall form my own state. we
pay taxes to no one (we have no money yet) as I try and
come up with an asylum policy which works.
as in theory I have a spare room. which means I could
take someone in, but I don’t like anyone, and its only
good if they bring money in (for me) and yes I need a
women again. so perhaps I let women in, for sexual
favours or is that racist? discriminatory? or does it not

work on the small scale. arse this isn’t working at all –
britian/Europe should have been fun and now its not, as
there is no money here! and already I am trying to filter
it down, so I can get some work done.
really? someone (female) willing to pose naked, might
actually get me some cash! as no one here will do it!
actually I will do it, but I won’t appeal to everyone, so
yes.. some balance required. As I don’t have all the skills
I need, and yes? do I really need them to live here? to
contribute? perhaps email? or something like that.. and
if they were going to die? would I really turf them out?
(blokes yes!) women no, see you can’t trust me at all,
and well I can’t trust Britain at all, and yes… this entire
thing sucks more then you think!

Please Note:
I have not renounced my European citizenship.
just Britain as they are crap at this. so am I –
but well, at least I don’t go around invading
nations/breaking into peoples homes illegally,
and yes… I hate Britain and everything it is!
so who will stand in the devils name, and help me
defend my land, against this fascist dictatorship, this
slave labour Britain? and help freedom instead? as there
is no room here for any of you here, but I may pay the
women in kind (I can’t afford money) so my body is all I
have left to sell. not much of an offer, but well we’re
getting desperate here! and yes I suck at this asylum
law. I may also need a well/solar panels, as I am depend
on Britain for that! which is an arse, as I’ve just told
them to go to hell for crimes against humanity. is there
no one in this planet, which will defend freedom at all?
one place where people can come and go at will (just
not stay – as there is only so much crash room) or could
I live, with people sleeping on the floor…
hmmmmmmmm and how long for? may have to have a
bounce to chuck people out – if and when they spoil it
for the res? and yes can I trust people to play fair? to
keep their word, share? and bring money in for once?
this isn’t doing me any good at all - as I need some
peace and quiet to meditate for once. perhaps a police
force, to keep the peace.
Off with their heads, as I need some privacy for once?
(and money) and yes…. how many rooms does the
queen have left? See Britain next door, please. I’m sure
her estates are bigger then mind, and arse its back to
that old chestnut again. what to do with the people,
who have no home. perhaps we should work together
and build some for once! preferably those with money
footing the bill! As I can’t even afford to feed myself
here. tick tock… the antichrist died, He quit ahead!.
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